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Politics and Public Health in Revolutionary Russia, 1890-1918 John F.
Hutchinson 1990
Crime and Deviance in Canada Christopher Ray McCormick 2005 This
unique and timely reader brings together twenty-four of the very best
and most controversial readings on the history of crime, deviance, and
criminal justice in Canada. This text is ideal for use in courses on
introductory criminology, crime and deviance, or the Canadian justice
system, particularly those with an historical component. The theme of
power relations is a very strong, unifying element--that is, relations of
gender, social class, ethnicity, and age. Through such topics as
prostitution, prohibition, youth courts, and the regulation of sexuality, we
can trace these relations of power and how they link to the definition of
crime in society.
Coding Democracy Maureen Webb 2021-07-27 Hackers as vital
disruptors, inspiring a new wave of activism in which ordinary citizens
take back democracy. Hackers have a bad reputation, as shady deployers
of bots and destroyers of infrastructure. In Coding Democracy, Maureen
Webb offers another view. Hackers, she argues, can be vital disruptors.
Hacking is becoming a practice, an ethos, and a metaphor for a new
wave of activism in which ordinary citizens are inventing new forms of
distributed, decentralized democracy for a digital era. Confronted with
concentrations of power, mass surveillance, and authoritarianism
enabled by new technology, the hacking movement is trying to "build
out" democracy into cyberspace.
Australian National Bibliography 1996-12
Global Governance Thomas G. Weiss 2013-07-11 Friends and foes of
international cooperation puzzle about how to explain order, stability,
and predictability in a world without a central authority. How is the
world governed in the absence of a world government? This probing yet
accessible book examines "global governance" or the sum of the informal
and formal values, norms, procedures, and institutions that help states,
intergovernmental organizations, civil society, and transnational
corporations identify, understand, and address trans-boundary problems.
The chasm between the magnitude of a growing number of global threats
- climate change, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, terrorism,
financial instabilities, pandemics, to name a few - and the feeble
contemporary political structures for international problem-solving
provide compelling reasons to read this book. Fitful, tactical, and shortterm local responses exist for a growing number of threats and
challenges that require sustained, strategic, and longer-run global
perspectives and action. Can the framework of global governance help us
to better understand the reasons behind this fundamental disconnect as
well as possible ways to attenuate its worst aspects? Thomas G. Weiss
replies with a guardedly sanguine "yes".
The Citizen's Guide to Climate Success Mark Jaccard 2020-02-06 Shows
readers how we can all help solve the climate crisis by focusing on a few
key, achievable actions.
18 Best Stories Edgar Allan Poe 1965 The terror and horror that typify
Poe's fiction are evidenced in such tales as The Fall of the House of
Usher and The Pit and the Pendulum
Z Magazine 2008
In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts Gabor Maté, MD 2009-04-03 In this
timely and profoundly original new book, bestselling writer and physician
Gabor Maté looks at the epidemic of addictions in our society, tells us
why we are so prone to them and what is needed to liberate ourselves
from their hold on our emotions and behaviours. For over seven years
Gabor Maté has been the staff physician at the Portland Hotel, a
residence and harm reduction facility in Vancouver’s Downtown
Eastside. His patients are challenged by life-threatening drug addictions,
mental illness, Hepatitis C or HIV and, in many cases, all four. But if Dr.
Maté’s patients are at the far end of the spectrum, there are many others
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among us who are also struggling with addictions. Drugs, alcohol,
tobacco, work, food, sex, gambling and excessive inappropriate
spending: what is amiss with our lives that we seek such self-destructive
ways to comfort ourselves? And why is it so difficult to stop these habits,
even as they threaten our health, jeopardize our relationships and
corrode our lives? Beginning with a dramatically close view of his drug
addicted patients, Dr. Maté looks at his own history of compulsive
behaviour. He weaves the stories of real people who have struggled with
addiction with the latest research on addiction and the brain. Providing a
bold synthesis of clinical experience, insight and cutting edge scientific
findings, Dr. Maté sheds light on this most puzzling of human frailties.
He proposes a compassionate approach to helping drug addicts and, for
the many behaviour addicts among us, to addressing the void addiction is
meant to fill. I believe there is one addiction process, whether it
manifests in the lethal substance dependencies of my Downtown Eastside
patients, the frantic self-soothing of overeaters or shopaholics, the
obsessions of gamblers, sexaholics and compulsive internet users, or in
the socially acceptable and even admired behaviours of the workaholic.
Drug addicts are often dismissed and discounted as unworthy of empathy
and respect. In telling their stories my intent is to help their voices to be
heard and to shed light on the origins and nature of their ill-fated
struggle to overcome suffering through substance use. Both in their
flaws and their virtues they share much in common with the society that
ostracizes them. If they have chosen a path to nowhere, they still have
much to teach the rest of us. In the dark mirror of their lives we can
trace outlines of our own. —from In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts
Isolation Alison Bashford 2003-09-02 This book examines the coercive
and legally sanctioned strategies of exclusion and segregation
undertaken over the last two centuries in a wide range of contexts. The
political and cultural history of this period raises a number of questions
about coercive exclusion. The essays in this collection examine why
isolation has been such a persistent strategy in liberal and non-liberal
nations, in colonial and post-colonial states and why practices of
exclusion proliferated over the modern period, precisely when legal and
political concepts of 'freedom' were invented. In addition to offering new
perspectives on the continuum of medico-penal sites of isolation from the
asylum to the penitentiary, Isolation looks at less well-known sites, from
leper villages to refugee camps to Native reserves.
Computer Organization and Design RISC-V Edition David A.
Patterson 2017-05-12 The new RISC-V Edition of Computer Organization
and Design features the RISC-V open source instruction set architecture,
the first open source architecture designed to be used in modern
computing environments such as cloud computing, mobile devices, and
other embedded systems. With the post-PC era now upon us, Computer
Organization and Design moves forward to explore this generational
change with examples, exercises, and material highlighting the
emergence of mobile computing and the Cloud. Updated content
featuring tablet computers, Cloud infrastructure, and the x86 (cloud
computing) and ARM (mobile computing devices) architectures is
included. An online companion Web site provides advanced content for
further study, appendices, glossary, references, and recommended
reading. Features RISC-V, the first such architecture designed to be used
in modern computing environments, such as cloud computing, mobile
devices, and other embedded systems Includes relevant examples,
exercises, and material highlighting the emergence of mobile computing
and the cloud
The Garbage King Elizabeth Laird 2008-09-04 Inspired by the true
story of an African childhood lived on the edge of destitution, awardwinning Elizabeth Laird's The Garbage King takes readers on an
unforgettable emotional journey. When Mamo's mother dies, he is
abandoned in the shanties of Addis Ababa. Stolen by a child-trafficker
and sold to a farmer, he is cruelly treated. Escaping back to the city, he
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meets another, very different runaway. Dani is rich, educated - and
fleeing his tyrannical father. Together they join a gang of homeless street
boys who survive only by mutual bonds of trust and total dependence on
each other.
Global Environment Outlook United Nations Environment Programme
2007 The fourth report in the Global Environment Outlook series
provides a comprehensive, scientifically credible, policy-relevant and upto-date assessment of, and outlook for, the state of the global
environment. Environment for development is the GEO-4 underlying
theme and the report pays special attention to the role and impact of the
environment on human well-being as well as to the use of environmental
valuation as a tool for decision-making. GEO-4's 2007 publication date
marks the half-way point for the Millennium Development Goals, The
environment, as well as being the subject of MDG 7, is also a thread that
runs through all the goals. Includes Errata.
Historical Dictionary of the World Health Organization Kelley Lee,
Professor and Tier 1 Canada Research Chair, Simon Fraser University
2012-12-14 The Historical Dictionary of the World Health Organization
covers the history of the WHO through a chronology, an introductory
essay, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section
has over 1000 cross-referenced entries on key bodies, programs, events
and people. This book is an excellent access point for students,
researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about the World Health
Organization.
Britain and the United States in Greece Spero Simeon Z. Paravantes
2020-10-15 For the first time, Britain and the United States in Greece
provides an in-depth analysis of Anglo-American diplomacy in Greece
from 1946 to 1950. After Word War II, as Europe floundered
economically, British Prime Minister Clement Attlee looked to disengage
Britain from some of its broad international obligations and increase
American support for its new foreign agenda. One place he sought to do
so was in Greece. Spero Simeon Z. Paravantes reveals how the
relationship between Britain and the US developed in this formative
period, arguing that Britain used the fast-escalating tensions of the Cold
War to direct US policy in Greece and encourage the Americans to take a
more active role – effectively taking Britain's place – in the region. In the
process, Paravantes sheds new light on how the American experience in
Greece contributed to the formulation of the Truman Doctrine and the
containment of communism, the structure of Greek institutions, and
ultimately, the birth of the Cold War. Drawing on a wide range of sources
from Britain, the US, Greece and the Balkans, this book is essential
reading for all scholars looking to gain fresh insight into the complex
origins of the Cold War, 20th-century Anglo-American relations, and the
history of modern Greece.
Breaking the Zero-Sum Game Aldo Boitano 2017 Escaping the winlose dynamics of zero-sum game approaches is crucial for finding
integrated, inclusive solutions to complex issues. This book uncovers
real-life examples of inclusive leaders that have broken the zero-sum
game, providing insights that help the reader develop their inclusive
leadership skills.
The Oxford Handbook of Neurolinguistics Greig I. de Zubicaray
2019-03-01 Neurolinguistics is a young and highly interdisciplinary field,
with influences from psycholinguistics, psychology, aphasiology, and
(cognitive) neuroscience, as well as other fields. Neurolinguistics, like
psycholinguistics, covers aspects of language processing; but unlike
psycholinguistics, it draws on data from patients with damage to
language processing capacities, or the use of modern neuroimaging
technologies such as fMRI, TMS, or both. The burgeoning interest in
neurolinguistics reflects that an understanding of the neural bases of this
data can inform more biologically plausible models of the human
capacity for language. The Oxford Handbook of Neurolinguistics provides
concise overviews of this rapidly-growing field, and engages a broad
audience with an interest in the neurobiology of language. The chapters
do not attempt to provide exhaustive coverage, but rather present
discussions of prominent questions posed by given topics. The volume
opens with essential methodological chapters: Section I, Methods, covers
the key techniques and technologies used to study the neurobiology of
language today, with chapters structured along the basic divisions of the
field. Section II addresses the neurobiology of language acquisition
during healthy development and in response to challenges presented by
congenital and acquired conditions. Section III covers the many facets of
our articulate brain, or speech-language pathology, and the capacity for
language production-written, spoken, and signed. Questions regarding
how the brain comprehends meaning, including emotions at word and
discourse levels, are addressed in Section IV. Finally, Section V reaches
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into broader territory, characterizing and contextualizing the
neurobiology of language with respect to more fundamental
neuroanatomical mechanisms and general cognitive domains.
Not in My Family Roger Frie 2017-03-06 Winner of the 2018 Western
Canada Jewish Book Award Winner of the 2017 Canadian Jewish Literary
Award Even as the Holocaust grows more distant with the passing of
time, its traumas call out to be known and understood. What is
remembered, what has been imparted through German heritage, and
what has been forgotten? Can familiar family stories be transformed into
an understanding of the Holocaust's forbidding reality? Author Roger
Frie is uniquely positioned to answer these questions. As the son of
Germans who were children during World War II, and with grandparents
who were participants in the War, he uses the history of his family as a
guide to explore the psychological and moral implications of memory
against the backdrop of one of humanity's darkest periods. From his
perspective of a life lived across German and Jewish contexts, Frie
explores what it means to discover the legacy of a Nazi past. Beginning
with the narrative of his grandfather, he shows how the transfer of
memory from one German generation to the next keeps the Holocaust at
bay. Not in My Family is rich with poignant illustration: Frie beautifully
combines his own story with the stories of others, perpetrators and
survivors, and the generations that came after. As a practicing
psychotherapist he also draws on his own experience of working with
patients whose lives have been directly and indirectly shaped by the
Holocaust. Throughout, Frie proceeds with a level of frankness and
honesty that invites readers to reflect on their own histories and to
understand the lasting effects of historical traumas into the present.
Canadians and War W. a Leavey 2018-11-05 The third volume in the
ongoing military history series.
Qualitative GIS Meghan Cope 2009-07-09 Geographic Information
Systems are an essential tool for analyzing and representing quantitative
spatial data. Qualitative GIS explains the recent integration of qualitative
research with Geographical Information Systems With a detailed
contextualising introduction, the text is organised in three sections:
Representation: examines how researchers are using GIS to create new
types of representations; working with spatial data, maps, and
othervisualizations to incorporate multiple meanings and to provide
texture and context. Analysis: discusses the new techniques of analysis
that are emerging at the margins between qualitative research and GIS,
this in the wider context of a critical review of mixed-methods in
geographical research Theory: questions how knowledge is produced,
showing how ideas of 'science' and 'truth' inform research, and
demonstrates how qualitative GIS can be used to interrogate discussions
of power, community, and social action Making reference to
representation, analysis, and theory throughout, the text shows how to
frame questions, collect data, analyze results, and represent findings in a
truly integrated way. An important addition to the mixed methods
literature, Qualitative GIS will be the standard reference for upper-level
students and researchers using qualitative methods and Geographic
Information Systems.
Frankenstein Mary Shelley 1978 Three horror classics—with an
introduction by Stephen King Some of literature's most popular and
enduring horror icons in one indispensable tome.
Alternatives to Imprisonment in Ghana [microform] : a Focus on
Ghana's Criminal Justice System Joseph Appiahene-Gyamfi 1995
Strangers in Our Midst Elise Rose Chenier 2008 Contemporary efforts to
treat sex offenders are rooted in the post-Second World War era, in
which an unshakable faith in science convinced many Canadian parents
that pedophilia could be cured. Strangers in Our Midst explores the
popularization of the notion of sexual deviancy as a way of understanding
sexual behaviour, the emergence in Canada of legislation directed at sex
offenders, and the evolution of treatment programs in Ontario. Popular
discourses regarding sexual deviancy, legislative action against sex
criminals, and the implementation of treatment programs for sex
offenders have been widely attributed to a reactionary, conservative
moral panic over changing sex and gender roles after the Second World
War. Elise Chenier challenges this assumption, arguing that, in Canada,
advocates of sex-offender treatment were actually liberal progressives.
Drawing on previously unexamined sources, including medical reports,
government commissions, prison files, and interviews with key figures,
Strangers in Our Midst offers an original critical analysis of the rise of
sexological thinking in Canada, and shows how what was conceived as a
humane alternative to traditional punishment could be put into practice
in inhumane ways.
The Second World War Antony Beevor 2012-06-05 A masterful and
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comprehensive chronicle of World War II, by internationally bestselling
historian Antony Beevor. Over the past two decades, Antony Beevor has
established himself as one of the world's premier historians of WWII. His
multi-award winning books have included Stalingrad and The Fall of
Berlin 1945. Now, in his newest and most ambitious book, he turns his
focus to one of the bloodiest and most tragic events of the twentieth
century, the Second World War. In this searing narrative that takes us
from Hitler's invasion of Poland on September 1st, 1939 to V-J day on
August 14, 1945 and the war's aftermath, Beevor describes the conflict
and its global reach -- one that included every major power. The result is
a dramatic and breathtaking single-volume history that provides a
remarkably intimate account of the war that, more than any other, still
commands attention and an audience. Thrillingly written and brilliantly
researched, Beevor's grand and provocative account is destined to
become the definitive work on this complex, tragic, and endlessly
fascinating period in world history, and confirms once more that he is a
military historian of the first rank.
Media Literacies Michael Hoechsmann 2012-01-30 Whether we like it or
not, communication technologies - ever smaller, more convergent, and
more comprehensive - are tightly woven into the cultural fabric of our
everyday lives. How did we get here? And what exactly does it mean to
be 'literate' in this new media era? "Media Literacies: A Critical
Introduction" traces the history of media literacy and grapples with the
fresh challenges posed by the convergent media of the twenty-first
century. The book explores the history and emergence of media
education, contemporary youth and its digitally mediated lives, digital
literacy, and critical citizenship. Sidebar commentary written by leading
media researchers and educators spotlights specific issues and media
phenomena. "Media Literacies" provides students and educators alike
with an invaluable theoretical and practical approach to understanding
media literacy in the remarkable digital age we find ourselves in.
Return of the Barbarians Jakub J. Grygiel 2018-06-07 Reveals the threat
of violent non-state actors throughout history and the lessons that are
applicable to current security challenges.
The Educated Mind Kieran Egan 2007-12-01 The Educated Mind offers a
bold and revitalizing new vision for today's uncertain educational system.
Kieran Egan reconceives education, taking into account how we learn.
He proposes the use of particular "intellectual tools"—such as language
or literacy—that shape how we make sense of the world. These mediating
tools generate successive kinds of understanding: somatic, mythic,
romantic, philosophical, and ironic. Egan's account concludes with
practical proposals for how teaching and curriculum can be changed to
reflect the way children learn. "A carefully argued and readable book. . . .
Egan proposes a radical change of approach for the whole process of
education. . . . There is much in this book to interest and excite those
who discuss, research or deliver education."—Ann Fullick, New Scientist
"A compelling vision for today's uncertain educational system."—Library
Journal "Almost anyone involved at any level or in any part of the
education system will find this a fascinating book to read."—Dr. Richard
Fox, British Journal of Educational Psychology "A fascinating and
provocative study of cultural and linguistic history, and of how various
kinds of understanding that can be distinguished in that history are
recapitulated in the developing minds of children."—Jonty Driver, New
York Times Book Review
Nietzsche on Consciousness and the Embodied Mind Manuel Dries
2018-09-10 Nietzsche’s thought has been of renewed interest to
philosophers in both the Anglo- American and the phenomenological and
hermeneutic traditions. Nietzsche on Consciousness and the Embodied
Mind presents 16 essays from analytic and continental perspectives.
Appealing to both international communities of scholars, the volume
seeks to deepen the appreciation of Nietzsche’s contribution to our
understanding of consciousness and the mind. Over the past decades, a
variety of disciplines have engaged with Nietzsche’s thought, including
anthropology, biology, history, linguistics, neuroscience, and psychology,
to name just a few. His rich and perspicacious treatment of
consciousness, mind, and body cannot be reduced to any single
discipline, and has the potential to speak to many. And, as several
contributors make clear, Nietzsche’s investigations into consciousness
and the embodied mind are integral to his wider ethical concerns. This
volume contains contributions by international experts such as Christa
Davis Acampora (Emory University), Keith Ansell-Pearson (Warwick
University), João Constâncio (Universidade Nova de Lisboa), Frank
Chouraqui (Leiden University), Manuel Dries (The Open University;
Oxford University), Christian J. Emden (Rice University), Maria Cristina
Fornari (University of Salento), Anthony K. Jensen (Providence College),
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Helmut Heit (Tongji University), Charlie Huenemann (Utah State
University), Vanessa Lemm (Flinders University), Lawrence J. Hatab (Old
Dominion University), Mattia Riccardi (University of Porto), Friedrich
Ulfers and Mark Daniel Cohen (New York University and EGS), and
Benedetta Zavatta (CNRS).
Mothers and Illicit Drugs Susan C. Boyd 1999-01-01 A critical feminist
expose of some surprising social fictions about both "good" and "bad"
drugs, and "good" and "bad" mothers.
Crusades Benjamin Z. Kedar 2016-08-12 Crusades covers seven hundred
years from the First Crusade (1095-1102) to the fall of Malta (1798) and
draws together scholars working on theatres of war, their home fronts
and settlements from the Baltic to Africa and from Spain to the Near
East and on theology, law, literature, art, numismatics and economic,
social, political and military history. Routledge publishes this journal for
The Society for the Study of the Crusades and the Latin East. Particular
attention is given to the publication of historical sources in all relevant
languages - narrative, homiletic and documentary - in trustworthy
editions, but studies and interpretative essays are welcomed too.
Crusades appears in both print and online editions.
The British and the Greek Resistance, 1936–1944 André Gerolymatos
2018-04-30 This study examines Greek resistance to Nazi occupation
during the Second World War and the role of British intelligence in the
conflict. The author looks beyond the standard scholarly focus on
guerrilla groups in the mountains to Greek intelligence work and
espionage in the cities and towns.
India, Empire, and First World War Culture Santanu Das 2018-09-13 This
is the first cultural and literary history of India and the First World War,
with archival research from Europe and South Asia.
Champions Of Charity John Hutchinson 2018-02-20 This book introduces
the first champions of the cause of charity toward the sick and wounded:
the Genevan philanthropists and physicians. It focuses on the
international Red Cross movement from the first Geneva conference in
1863 until the Tenth Conference in 1921.
More Than a Momentary Nightmare Janice Matsumura 1998 This
work anayzes events surrounding the Yokohama incident (1942-1945),
which led to the arrest of dozens of journalists and researchers in Japan
during the Pacific War period. Utilizing government documents, legal
records, postwar memoirs, and information obtained during personal
interviews, the discussion concentrates on changes in the treatment of
the suspected dissidents in Japan from the 1930s to 1945, and the
problems within the system of internal security and thought control
during the Pacific War. Attention is also focused on the legal campaigns
of some of the Japanese victims of the wartime state from 1945 to the
present.
World War II Gr. 7-8 Donita Covey 1995 Divided into two main sections;
vocabulary/research and literature/writing and subdivided into four
sections: vocabulary, research using non-fiction, specific novel activities
and writing activities. Other contents include: teacher suggestions, an
annotated bibliography of novels, list of books, songs and movies of the
war years, a list of useful addresses and a marking sheet. 62 activities.
129 pages.
Facing Global Environmental Change Hans Günter Brauch
2009-06-04 The year 2007 could perhaps accurately be described as the
year when climate change finally received the attention that this
challenge deserves globally. Much of the information and knowledge that
was created in this field during the year was the result of the findings of
the Fourth - sessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), which were disseminated on a large scale and
reported extensively by the media. This was the result not only of a
heightened interest on the part of the public on various aspects of
climate change, but also because the IPCC itself proactively attempted to
spread the findings of its AR4 to the public at large. The interest
generated on the scientific realities of climate change was further
enhanced by the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to the IPCC and former
Vice President of the US, Al Gore. By taking this decision in favour of a
leader who has done a great deal to create awareness on c- mate change,
and a body that assesses all scientific aspects of climate change and
disseminates the result of its findings, the Norwegian Nobel Committee
has clearly drawn the link between climate change and peace in the
world.
(Re)Inventing the Internet Andrew Feenberg 2012-03-24 Although it has
been in existence for over three decades, the Internet remains a
contested technology. Its governance and role in civic life, education, and
entertainment are all still openly disputed and debated. The issues
include censorship and network control, privacy and surveillance, the
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of digital technologies and civic life.
A New Approach to Ecological Education Gillian Judson 2010 "Part of the
Peter Lang Education list"--P. facing t.p.
Mapping World Communication Armand Mattelart 1994 The task of this
book is to reconstruct the genealogy of the sphere of world
communication. We will follow a multidimensional approach, analyzing
the ways in which technologies and networks have taken root since the
nineteenth century and have ceaselessly pushed back to light the
concepts, doctrines, theories, and controversies that have marked the
construction of the scientific field known as international
communications.
Am Anfang war die Logik George Heffernan 1988-12-31

political impact of activist blogging, peer to peer file sharing, the effects
of video games on children, and many others. Media conglomerates,
governments and users all contribute to shaping the forms and functions
of the Internet as the limits and potentialities of the technologies are
tested and extended. What is most surprising about the Internet is the
proliferation of controversies and conflicts in which the creativity of
ordinary users plays a central role. The title, (Re)Inventing the Internet,
refers to this extraordinary flowering of agency in a society that tends to
reduce its members to passive spectators. This collection presents a
series of critical case studies that examine specific sites of change and
contestation. These cover a range of phenomena including computer
gaming cultures, online education, surveillance, and the mutual shaping
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